CO NCERTS AN D PROM OT IO N
OF YO UN G TA LE NT

LO CAT IO N S
PANKOW ROSENTHAL

Band coaching, stage performances & songwriting
Since 2010, we and our students have been treating audiences with the annual concert experience
Tomate Rockt! In solo or band sets, kids and young
people are able to show their skills in front of a
big crowd at the WABE Berlin. We are also opening
this format to general schools with the slogan
Meine Schule Rockt! With the support of our experienced band and vocal coaches we build bands
systematically to promote their musical growth. In
songwriting workshops held in cooperation with,
among other partners, the Haus für Poesie and the
Bödecker-Kreis, we give students the opportunity
to develop their own songs under guidance.
Contact
Ivo Dieterich (Bandcoaching)
ivo@tomatenklang.de

Singing Choir – dancing in a musical
Classical music, pop, gospel, rock or jazz – we
offer a broad range of musical genders. Whether
trips with the choir, rehearsal weekends, or performances in churches, public spaces or in the
club, we create opportunities to experience the
power of making music together and the joy of
playing an instrument. At the same time, everyone’s self-confidence is strengthened – a good
quality to acquire, for whatever life has to offer.
Contact
Anne-Katrin Meyer
anne-katrin@tomatenklang.de

Contact
Sandra Lugbull-Krien
c/o Landhaus Rosenthal
Hauptstraße 94
13158 Berlin
sandra@tomatenklang.de
Aditional classrooms
Grundschule Wilhelmsruh
Lessingstraße 44
Platanengrundschule
Blankenfelde
Hauptstraße 20

MAIN OF FIC E (03 0) 44
04 20 05
Of fice hours
Mon. –   Fri. from 1 pm
till 6pm

FRIEDRI CHSHAI N-KREU ZBERG

WRA NGEL KIEZ
Contact
Marcus Wisweh
Falckensteinstraße 29
10997 Berlin
marcus@tomatenklang.de

COMENIUSPLATZ
Theater der kleinen Form
Gubener Straße 45

PR EN ZL AU ER BE RG
WIN SVI ERT EL

ARNIMP LATZ

Contact
Sven-O. Mühlbradt
Immanuelkirchstraße 23
10405 Berlin
sven@tomatenklang.de

Contact
Dana Weisbach
Schönfließer Straße 18
10439 Berlin
dana@tomatenklang.de

Aditional classrooms
Marienburger Straße 31
Spielraum Musiktherapie
Marienburger Straße 29
Vorschule Früherziehung
Christburger Straße 45

Aditional classrooms
Schivelbeiner Straße 10
Grundschule Pfefferwerk
Schönfließer Straße 7
Schule am Falkplatz
Gleimstraße 49

BÖTZOW VIE RT EL

KOLLWITZKIEZ

Contact
Peter Just
Käthe-Niederkirchner-Straße 9
10407 Berlin
peter@tomatenklang.de

Contact
Sascha Kroß
Prenzlauer Allee 210
10405 Berlin
sascha@tomatenklang.de
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APPETITE
FO R M USIC?
www.tomatenklang.de

AN IN STRU M EN T
FO R EV ERYBODY

FRO M CLASSICA L
TO ELECTRO NIC

PRICES

per student

monthly
The music school

The Youth Symphony Orchestra,
The Tomatini Orchestra and ensemble work

Individual Lesson
30 min  /  weekly

76 EUR

Lesson for two
30 min  /  weekly

48 EUR

With us you can learn how to play a musical instrument, expand your knowledge in music theory and
experience and develop your body as an instrument
through singing and voice lessons.

In our orchestras, children, teenagers and adults
get to know and understand and themselves and
each other musically. Together they rehearse various
pieces and perform a spectrum of musical compositions, from light unison songs to polyphonic pieces
to original scores by great masters. The fruits of this
musical journey will delight musicians and listeners
alike.

Early musical education
45 min  /  weekly

38 EUR

Band coaching
60 min  /  weekly

44 EUR

With early musical education, we offer age-appropriate instruction for children of pre-school age.

Contact
Julia Perez Gamez (#jsoberlin)

Orchestras
60 min  /  weekly

25 EUR

Our courses are aimed at everyone who wants to
make music: toddlers, children, adolescents, adults,
including beginners, those with advanced skills, and
those returning back to music-making.

With seven locations, we are quickly accessible
anywhere in the neighborhood. However, we make
distances even shorter, that is why we love to
cooperate with kindergartens & schools to
organize lessons directly in the classroom.
Sound and pictures journey
Through our musical therapy program,
we also offer preventative courses
to improve relaxation and stress
management.
Contact
Urte Reich
urte@tomatenklang.de

julia@tomatenklang.de

Sarah-Luise Raschke (Tomatini)
sarah@tomatenklang.de

Digital Music Production
For teenagers from 12 and up as well as adults.
The sound of contemporary music is significantly
influenced by digital production techniques. Synthesizers, drum samplers and effects have an influence
on every musical style today. The mastery of
conventional instruments such as guitar, piano and percussion is of great help in digital
music production. But we also welcome
those who are diving into musical production from another field, because
modern technology allows completely new approaches. Students learn
using Ableton Live.
Contact
Gregor Steinbrecher
gregor@tomatenklang.de

* In adition to the lesson’s tuition we charge 1 Euro for the
GEMA-fee and the collecting society of musical edition.
This fee is omited from further courses.

Naturally, we offer reductions to parents receiving
assistance through the Bildungspaket and Berliner
FamilienPass. The costs for courses in our music
therapy program are covered pro rate by all health
insurance companies.
With our social fund, we are committed to ensuring
that every child can learn an instrument, regardless
of their family and financial situation:
www.tomatenklang.de/sozialfonds
Further information on our teachers,
Tomate Rockt!, Salon Käthe, ensemble work and
orchestra trips, promotion of young talent, and
our offers for day-care centers and schools under:

www.tomatenklang.de
info@tomatenklang.de

+

@tomatenklang

